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GeoGiga software is a seismic data processing software to process raw data from dynamic
and static receiver channels, Seismic data as well. Data processing for different channels

like seismic, measurements Seismic data processing software is a Java utility software
which provides quick and easy processing of seismic data, based on GeoGiga technology.
GeoGiga Seismic data processing software provides easy processing of both portable and
PC based data files. GeoGiga Software provides tools to import data from different sources

like seismic, pressure, tiltmeter, magnetometer, accelerometer etc. and export data to
different file formats like VT, SEGY, SEGZ, Raw data, Seismic data, CSVÂ . With GeoGiga
data processing software, you can process all waves with source fired in dynamic and

static channels together. GeoGiga software is using very simple GUI to provide quick and
easy processing with visualization of processed data. While processing with GeoGiga data

processing software the user will get a clickable status for all processes with complete
information about all parameters at any time. During any process, the user can see

window of saved parameters in a main window and details on the left side panels. The
data can also be exported in to various other formats based on your needs, like JPEG, TIFF,

CSVÂ . GeoGiga Java software provides easy processing of Geotrials data without any
programming knowledge. GeoGiga Seismic data processing software is user friendly tool

to process simple to complex and complex data. Details GeoGiga Seismic data processing
software is a Java utility software which provides quick and easy processing of seismic

data, based on GeoGiga technology. GeoGiga Seismic data processing software provides
easy processing of both portable and PC based data files. GeoGiga Seismic data

processing software provides tools to import data from different sources like seismic,
pressure, tiltmeter, magnetometer, accelerometer etc. and export data to different file

formats like VT, SEGY, SEGZ, Raw data, Seismic data, CSVÂ . With GeoGiga data
processing software, you can process all waves with source fired in dynamic and static

channels together. GeoGiga software is using very simple GUI to provide quick and easy
processing with visualization of processed data. While processing with GeoGiga data

processing software the user will get 6d1f23a050
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